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Abstract

The contractor report describes research performed for Contract No. W7702-04R-021. The work was carried out in support of CRTI 03-005RD. The report describes the use of capillary electrophoresis (CE) as an analytical method for characterizing gold, polymer and iron oxide nanoparticles (NPs). The analyte species were detected by UV/vis or laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy. For analytes that possessed neither UV/vis absorbance nor LIF, indirect methods of detection were employed whereby a signal-generating molecular species was added to the running buffer. NPs from a variety of commercial sources and from custom syntheses were studied. The report demonstrates that CE is a valuable tool in NP research. The report also demonstrates the feasibility of trapping nanoparticles in microfluidic devices for sample clean up and detection.
Executive Summary

Introduction

The work in this contract report was carried out in support of CRTI project 03-0005RD. DRDC Suffield was a research partner in the project that was lead by Industrial Materials Institute-National Research Council Canada (Boucherville QC). Canada West Biosciences undertook research under contract to DRDC Suffield. The purpose of the contract was analytical chemical research support in areas of nanoparticles (NPs) and in design of micro-sized biological detection systems. To this end the physico-chemical properties of a variety of NPs were examined using capillary electrophoresis (CE). Methods of trapping nanoparticles in a microfluidic device were also examined.

Results: Analyses of NPs composed of polymer, gold or iron oxide were carried out to determine electrophoretic mobility, size distribution and charge/size ratio.

Significance: The work demonstrated that CE is a valuable tool in NP research. The physico-chemical properties of NPs have critical effects on their behaviour in bio-analytical devices. Thus NPs used in such devices must be subject to quality control and quality assurance (qc/qa). For a technology to advance from the experimental stage to the technology-demonstration model, chemical methods, reagents and other components need to be standardized. Analyses presented in this report have pointed the way to using CE in routine methods for qc/qa of NPs themselves and for microfluidic systems designed to trap NPs.

Future plans: CRTI project 03-0005RD was completed in 2007. Subsequent and future work on a technology demonstration for a microfluidic biological detection system is funded through a CRTI technology demonstration project. DRDC Suffield continues as a partner in the project (CRTI 06-0187TD) providing bio-analytical chemistry and microfluidic system design.
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Part I  Characterization of Nanoparticles by Capillary Electrophoresis

1. Introduction

The work in this contract report was carried out in support of CRTI project 03-0005RD. DRDC Suffield was a research partner in the project that was lead by Industrial Materials Institute-National Research Council Canada (Boucherville QC). Canada West Biosciences undertook research under contract to DRDC Suffield.

Nanoparticles (NPs) continue to attract widespread attention in biomedical applications; immunolabelled magnetic particles are broadly used in cytometry, microbiology and molecular biology [1-2]. In recent years many methods have been introduced to synthesize metal nanoparticles (Au, Ag, Fe, etc) with one of the major goals being the manufacturing of NPs for sensor development [3-4]. Due to their large surface-to-volume ratio, NPs can be used as pseudo-stationary phases in analytical separations such as liquid chromatography and capillary electrochromatography [5]. Characterization and quantification of these submicron particles is a challenge because the size of a particle is an important factor in its physical properties. The most commonly used methods to determine size and size-distribution of NPs involve transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and size-exclusion chromatography [6]. These methods, however, have some inherent problems such as degradation of samples and irreversible adsorption of surface-active NPs. TEM is often time consuming and by itself does not offer any separation capability. Faster analysis methods that provide insight into size and surface properties would be useful to NP research.

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a well established powerful separation technique for the separation of charged molecules according to their size-to-charge ratio. CE is not limited to the separation of molecules but also to that of charged particulate materials. CE offers a number of advantages, including speed, autosampling, and requirement of minute amounts of samples. Recently, CE has been
applied to the separation of a variety of different size materials, including inorganic oxide, latex, polystyrene, silicate, gold and silver NPs [7-11]. In CE, ions are separated in a free-flow, open tubular mode driven by electroosmotic flow and the inherent electrophoretic mobility of the analytes under the influence of an applied electric field. For example, gold NPs are charged due to sorption of ions onto their surfaces during the synthesis process, which subsequently results in the formation of an electrical double layer [12].

In the CRTI project, NPs were grafted with DNA probes so that target DNA molecules could be purified, concentrated and detected in microfluidic devices, using electromagnetic traps or physical barriers, with high sensitivity, specificity and speed. Understanding the surface charge properties and size distribution of these in-house made NPs is important. As part of the consulting support the DRDC-Suffield team made preliminary studies on the use of capillary electrophoresis to characterize NPs by size using laser induced fluorescence and absorbance detection methods.

2. Experimental Section

2.1 Chemicals and reagents

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) and thiourea were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. (Oakville, ON). 2-(N-Morpholino)ethane sulphonic acid (MES) was from ICN Biomedical Inc. (Aurora, OH). BODIPY 493/503 (4,4-difluoro-1,3,5,7,8-penta methyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene) and fluorescein were from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR), and were prepared as a 0.1 mM stock solution in HPLC grade methanol (Fisher, Fair Lawn, NJ) and in ultra pure water, respectively. 55 nm and 210 nm polymeric nanoparticles, labeled with Dragon green (interior) and fluorescein (exterior), respectively, were purchased from Bangs Laboratories (Fishers, IN, USA). The 55 nm particles were obtained in DI water that contained 0.1% Tween 20 and the 210 nm particles were obtained in DI water that contained 0.5% HEPES and 0.1% Tween 20. Lucifer yellow-labeled 1 µm beads, Fe₃O₄@NMe₄OH and 200
nm Fe$_3$O$_4$SiO$_2$ particles were prepared by Industrial Materials Institute (Boucherville, QC). Lucifer yellow dye was provided by IMI (Montreal, QC). Au NPs, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (5 nm and 20 nm dia) or kindly provided by Dr David Pedersen (DRDC Suffield) (approximately 10 nm dia.). Buffers were prepared using ultra pure water prepared with a deionizing system (Millipore Canada, Mississauga, ON) from distilled water, and filtered through a nylon syringe filter (0.2 μm pore size, Nalgene, Rochester, NY) prior to use.

2.2 CE analysis, microchip devices and fluorescence measurements

CE-LIF studies were performed using a Beckman 5010 CE instrument (Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA) equipped with an argon ion laser operated at 488 nm excitation and 520 nm emission. UV-Absorbance measurements were made at 214 nm. Samples were run on a 37 cm or 47 cm long, 50 μm id. fused silica capillary from PolyMicro Technologies (Phoenix, Az, USA) at column temperature of 25 °C. Prior to sample run, the capillary was conditioned with 0.1 M NaOH for 10 minutes, water for 5 minutes followed by equilibration with the separation buffer for 30 minutes. In between runs, the capillary was conditioned with 0.1 M NaOH for 2 minutes followed by the run buffer for 4 minutes. Sample was pressure injected for 5 sec at 0.5 psi. The separation voltages and buffer conditions are indicated in the figure captions. Peak heights and peak areas were calculated and plotted as required using Beckman PACE software.

The microchip device used for trapping particles (Part II) was fabricated in Corning 0211 glass (600 μm thick, Corning Glass Co., Corning, NY) at the University of Alberta Nanofab. The weirs were etched 2 μm deep and the channels were 20 μm deep. After drilling 2 mm diameter access holes on a 600 μm thick, Corning 0211 glass cover plate, the etched substrate was bonded to it at room temperature. The side channel was used to direct 20 μm ODS beads and 200 nm Fe$_3$O$_4$SiO$_4$ nanoparticles into the chamber using in-house vacuum pressure. Fluorescence measurements were performed on a Varian Eclipse spectrofluorimeter.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Capillary electrophoresis of polymeric NPs using direct LIF detection

Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) detection is ideally suited for CE. Detection limits approaching to the single molecule level have been achieved [13]. However, LIF detection usually requires derivatization of the analytes (NPs in this case) with a fluorescent probe. Iron oxide beads (1 µm dia.) labeled with Lucifer yellow (from IMI) and commercially available fluorescent 55 nm and 210 nm dia. polymeric NPs, grafted with dragon green and fluorescein respectively, were subjected to CE-LIF detection. Figure 1 shows electrophorograms of the polymeric NPS. From the migration times of these two samples, it is apparent that the smaller particles migrated through the capillary faster ($t_{mig} = 2.773 \text{ min}$) than the larger particles ($t_{mig} = 3.921 \text{ minutes}$) under the same run conditions. However, clear separation of a mixture of the two samples was complicated by the smaller extra peaks at 2.797 minutes from the 210 nm particles co-migrating with the 55 nm particles (data not shown). From Figure 1B, it can be seen that the 210 nm particles have a peak at 1.815 min which migrates faster than the negatively charged fluorescein dye ($t_{mig} = 2.513 \text{ min}$), and a neutral marker thiourea ($t_{mig} = 2.290 \text{ minutes}$, detected @ 214 nm by CE-UV absorbance using the same run condition, data not shown), suggesting there is also a positively charged contaminant in the sample. From the figure it is evident that CE can be used to assess the quality of nanoparticle samples. The sample containing 55 nm beads was homogenous in size while the 210-nm sample was not.

For CE-based size characterization of NPs, it is important to validate the reproducibility of the electrophoretic mobility of the particles since this will influence the precision of the characterization. We evaluated the reproducibility of the size determination experiments by measuring the relative standard deviation (rsd) of the migration times of the 55 nm and 210 nm particles from 5 consecutive runs; the calculated rsd values were 0.9 and 1.2%, respectively. We also subjected the NPs to different separation voltages to further understand their electrokinetic behavior. As in a typical CE, the mobility varied linearly with the applied voltage, Figure 2.
Figure 1. Electropherograms of (A) 55 nm (1.094 x 10^{14} particles/mL) polymeric NPs labeled with Dragon green and (B) 210 nm (1.965 x 10^{12} particles/mL) polymeric NPs labeled with fluorescein dye. Separation was effected by applying 14 kV. The separation buffer was 50 mM Tris, pH 9.0.

Figure 2. Effect of separation voltage on the migration times of the polymeric nanoparticles. All other experimental conditions were as in Figure 1.

1 µm beads, labeled with Lucifer yellow at IMI, were subjected to CE-LIF. Lucifer yellow dye has a similar spectrum to the thiophene fluorescent polymer used by IMI for DNA hybridization detection. The work herein provides useful and...
relevant information about the conjugation chemistry used at IMI with implication to the grafting efficiency of probes onto NPs to be used in the DNA hybridization experiments. Figure 3 shows electropherograms of 1-μm Lucifer yellow-labeled beads and of the free dye in solution. In a 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 9.0, the negatively charged Lucifer yellow dye in solution gave two major peaks (Figure 3A) that have migration times of $5.876 \pm 0.047$ min and $6.622 \pm 0.051$ min ($n = 4$). Figure 3E shows electropherograms obtained for successively injected Lucifer yellow dye. Although the migration times of the two major peaks did not shift significantly, the intensity of the first peak decreased with the run number and several tiny peaks appeared, probably due to hydrolysis of the dye. The 1-μm Lucifer yellow-labeled bead sample also gave two major positive peaks with migration times of $5.888 \pm 0.0311$ min and $6.433 \pm 0.0431$ min, when run under the same condition as the dye sample (Figure 3B). The dips in Figure 3B could be due to unlabeled beads. Figure 3 (C and D) also shows electropherogram of a neutral electroosmotic flow (EOF) marker dye BODIPY and negatively charged fluorescein dye run under the same condition. The EOF marker has a migration time of $4.650 \pm 0.018$ min and fluorescein has a migration time of $5.796 \pm 0.02$ min.

Comparison of the migration times of the beads and the free dye shows that the Lucifer yellow dye or the chemical linkage between the beads and the dye was not stable and the major fraction of the dye was not bound to the beads. This was also confirmed by separating the beads from the supernatant solution in the sample via centrifugation and running CE-LIF of the re-suspended beads and the supernatant. The supernatant electropherograms were similar to that of Lucifer yellow dye (Figure 4). Spiking the supernatant with Lucifer yellow produced no extra peaks. The washed beads and the supernatant after 3 washes showed little signal. This confirms that most of the fluorescent signal in the bead sample arose from free Lucifer yellow dye in the bead slurry. The fluorescent spectra of the supernatant obtained on the fluorimeter also showed that the washed beads have very little signal and the supernatant showed strong fluorescence (Figure 4).
Figure 3. Electropherograms of (A) and (E) Lucifer yellow dye, (B) Lucifer yellow-labeled 1 μm beads, (C) BODIPY and (D) 50 nM fluorescein dye. CE was performed using 37 cm long, 50 mm i.d. capillary. Sample was injected for 3 sec by pressure and separation was effected by applying 7 kV. The running buffer was 50 mM Tris, pH 9.0. In (E), the X and Y axis were off-set for easy visualization.
Figure 4. CE separations of beads, supernatant, supernatant spiked with Lucifer yellow, and Lucifer yellow (top left). The x-axis of the traces has been aligned for viewing. Separations of the original bead supernatant, washes, and washed beads. The fluorescent spectra (bottom) of the supernatant and washed beads all indicating that the Lucifer yellow is in free solution and not on the beads.
3.2 Capillary electrophoresis of NPs using UV absorbance detection

In order to understand the CE separation of nonfluorescent NPs, 5 nm and 20 nm gold NPs were utilized. The particles were subjected to CE separation as outlined in the experimental section. Figure 5 shows the electropherograms obtained for 5 nm gold particles and a mixture of 5 nm and 20 nm gold particles. The particles were separated according to their sizes; small particles detected first followed by the larger particles. Moreover, the purity and sharpness of the signals suggest that CE can be used to characterize the size distribution of NPs. Attempts were made to characterize the iron-oxide core NPs obtained from IMI using the same approach. However, the UV absorbances of these samples at 214 nm were too low for detection. As a result we used indirect fluorescence detection methods to characterize the NPs from IMI.

Figure 5. Electropherograms of (a) 5 nm Au nanoparticles and (b) a mixture of 5 nm and 20 nm nanoparticles. CE was performed using a 47 cm long, 75 μm i.d. capillary. Sample was injected for 5 sec by pressure and separation was effected using 15 kV. The running buffer was 50 mM Tricine, pH 8.5, buffer and detection was made at 214 nm.
3.3 Capillary electrophoresis of NPs using indirect LIF detection

Due to the absence of inherent fluorescence of the two iron-core samples (Fe$_3$O$_4$@NMe$_4$OH and Fe$_3$O$_4$SiO$_2$) obtained from IMI and the gold NPs, indirect LIF detection was employed to study their CE properties. The principle behind indirect LIF detection is based on the displacement of a fluorescing species present in the background electrolyte by the analyte of interest. The signal is thus derived from the buffer phase additive rather than from the analyte itself. The displacement causes a decrease in the background signal because the concentration of the fluorescent dye is lower in the eluted band compared to its steady state concentration. Thus in CE indirect LIF detection, a charged probe can be used such that the analyte ions of like charge will displace it because of the requirement of local charge neutrality, while analyte ions of opposite charge will ion-pair with it. However, it is difficult to achieve the same limit of detection for indirect LIF detection compared to direct LIF detection because noise is usually larger in the presence of a larger background signal. The theoretical limit of detection, $C_{LOD}$, for indirect LIF detection is given by [14],

$$C_{LOD} = C_p S_{BN}/T_R = C_p/T_R D_R$$

where $C_p$ is the concentration of the fluorescent probe, $S_{BN}$ is the relative standard deviation of the background fluorescent fluctuation (noise), $T_R$ is the transfer ratio (the number of probe molecules displaced by one analyte molecule/particle), and $D_R$ is the dynamic reserve (ratio of the background fluorescence intensity to the noise).

Numerous factors must be taken into consideration when a probe is being selected for indirect LIF detection by CE. First, the spectral property of the probe must be compatible with the light source. Second, the fluorescent dye has to be charged and its mobility compatible to that of the analytes to minimize electrodispersion (asymmetric peaks). The probe also needs to be soluble in the buffer system. The last factor is the cost of the probe. High-purity fluorescent probes tend to be very expensive and are sold in small quantities (~5mg). The cost is usually affordable in direct LIF detection when only minute quantities of the probes are required as derivatizing agents. In the indirect CE LIF, buffers were prepared in
volumes of 200-300 mL at micro-molar concentrations of fluorescent dye (fluorescein) for characterization of the NPs. Fortunately fluorescein is relatively inexpensive, unlike many of the newer fluorescent dyes. Fluorescein is negatively charged at high pH (also water soluble), and highly fluorescent at 520 nm when exited at 488 nm by argon ion laser. Gold NPs are negatively charged. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report of indirect LIF detection of NPs by CE.

Figure 6 shows electropherograms obtained for indirect LIF detection of gold NPs (10 nm dia.). The negative peak at 2.021 minutes corresponds to the gold NPs while the positive spike could be due to scattered light from the NPs. The narrow dip suggests that the in-house synthesized NPs have a narrow size distribution. In this work, we found that the peak reproducibility, however, was affected by agglomeration of the NPs over time. Figure 6B shows the signals obtained for the same NPs when the sample was vortexed for 30 sec and injected after 2.5 hr. It is known that citrate-based gold NPs undergo soft secondary aggregation. When the sample was vortexed just prior to injection the signal was highly reproducible, Figure 6c.

![Figure 6](image_url)

Figure 6. Electropherograms of indirect LIF detection of gold NPs (10 nm dia.). The separation buffer was composed of 13 mM MES, pH 6.6, containing 3.3 µM fluorescein. In (A) and (C) sample was vortexed for 30 sec and injected after 4 minutes while in (B) sample was injected after 2.5 hrs of 30 sec vortexing. Sample was injected for 5 sec by pressure. Separation was effected by applying voltage of 15 kV to a 37 cm long, 50 µm i.d. capillary.
Figure 7 shows electropherograms of Fe$_3$O$_4$SiO$_2$ NPs. The sharp peak indicates that the overall distribution of the electrophoretic mobility of the nanoparticles is narrow. Thus, the particles size and charge are relatively uniform. However, instead of the expected negative peak, we observed a positive peak. This could be explained as the iron core particles are positively charged and form a complex with the negatively charged fluorescein in the background buffer giving rise to a positive peak. The broad slight deep following the positive peak indicates there is a slow moving component in the sample. Direct LIF detection of the Fe$_3$O$_4$SiO$_2$ at 530 nm emission wavelength with no addition of fluorescein in the separation buffer resulted in no signals.

![Electropherogram of Fe$_3$O$_4$SiO$_2$ NPs](image)

**Figure 7.** Electropherograms of Fe$_3$O$_4$SiO$_2$ NPs in direct LIF detection. Sample was vortexed for 30 sec, 4 minutes prior to injection. All experimental conditions are as in Figure 6.

Figure 8 shows electropherograms obtained for Fe$_3$O$_4$@NMe$_4$OH NPs under indirect LIF detection. Again instead of negative peaks, we observed two positive peaks in the presence of fluorescein as the background dye. Similar to the Fe$_3$O$_4$SiO$_4$ nanoparticles, we suggest that this sample also complexed with the negatively charged fluorescein probe in the separation buffer. The second peak in the figure could be due to the NMe$_4^+$ ions added to stabilize the particles and forming a complex with
fluorescein. When the sample was successively injected without capillary wash, the migration times of the peaks increased suggesting that the EOF of the capillary was reduced due to surface modification of the capillary wall by the NMe$_4^+$ present in the sample. It is known that cations adsorb onto the negatively charged capillary surface, due to electrostatic attraction, causing a decrease in cathodic EOF.

Figure 8. Electropherograms of Fe$_3$O$_4$@NMe$_4$OH by indirect LIF detection. Sample (directly from the sample) was injected into a 47 cm long (50 µm i.d., 360 µm o.d.) capillary by pressure for 5 sec (runs 1-3) and 2 sec (run 4). The running buffer was composed of 12 mM MES buffer, pH 6.6, and 5 µM fluorescein as background probe. Separation was effected by applying 7 kV.

When the capillary was washed with 0.1 M NaOH for 2 min followed by conditioning with the fluorescein-containing buffer for 4 minutes between runs, the EOF was regenerated and the migration times of the peaks were recovered supporting the claim above. Successive injection of the sample, with a 2 minute wash with 0.1 M NaOH followed by 4 minutes buffer conditioning in between runs, gave migration times of 2.038 ± 0.061 minutes (%RSD = 1.39, n=5) and 3.034 ± 0.089 minutes (%RSD = 2.93, n=5).
4. **Conclusions**

CE can be used as a means of evaluating the labeling and homodispersity of NPs. In this study we found that some of the commercially labeled nanoparticles and beads grafted at IMI showed some impurities. In particular we were quickly able to identify a NPs synthesis problem that was later resolved. The NMe$_4$OH used as a stabilizer for the Fe$_3$O$_4$ could potential cause problem in the DNA hybridization experiment as it modifies the microchip surface. This experiment also suggests that CE can be applied to determine the conjugation efficiency of probes and proteins to NPs. This may be of particular importance to the work IMI is undertaking to measure DNA via probe grafted on NPs.
Part II  

Trapping Nanoparticles in Microfluidic Devices

One of the critical areas of microfluidic processing is the interface between the microfluidic device and the macro world [1]. Sample preparation and introduction are two of the most difficult issues. The sample matrix may be incompatible with the micro size channels or the volume to be introduced into the device, at 10 μL, is too large. Typical volumes in microfluidic devices are in the nano- to pico-liter range, so microliter scales represent significant multiple volumes of a device. Furthermore limits of detection set for the project may require the full sample volume (i.e., microliters) to be processed. Therefore the sample would be pumped through the device at high flow rate to maintain rapid assay times and to process the entire sample. Such requirements can cause several problems with typical device function. Pumping fluids at high flow rates within the device may be difficult as the small channels have a significant resistance to flow. The magnetic nanoparticles become more difficult to trap as the forces acting on them are increased at high flow rates. Present day electromagnetic traps do not produce a sufficient magnetic field to extract and contain NPs. There are several possible methods to overcome this problem: increase the device volume to reduce flow rates, use larger beads that are easier to trap, and add secondary devices to aid in trapping the beads. It may also be possible to enhance the trapping of NPs pumped using a combination of electromagnetic trap and an external permanent magnet.

Larger channel volumes will negate some of the benefits to be gained from the microfluidic devices. For larger volumes processed, larger numbers of analyte molecules would be required to maintain concentrations above the limits of detection. Bead-based solid phase extraction can be used to overcome some of the above problems in microfluidic processing. The beads can be used to concentrate the sample for detection. The increased dimensions of the microfluidic devices will require more time for mass transport within the device, in particular, for the beads to capture the
analyte. This requirement can be offset by the ability of larger fluidic devices to generate internal turbulent mixing.

The current microfabricated electromagnets cannot produce sufficient fields to trap the NPs against a large flow forces. Experiments at IMI and by other researchers [2] showed that as the flow rate increases, the trapping ratio (i.e. the ratio of total number of trapped beads to the total number of injected particles) decreases. Thus the problems associated with trapping NPs led to the decision to focus the IMI-lead project on the use of micron sized bead (2.8 µm in diameter) that will increase the magnetic trapping force allowing for increased flow rates and keeping the channel sizes minimal.

In the present work alternate methods to improve NP tapping were investigated. One approach followed was to use channels of different etch depths to make weirs/dams to filter the beads [3]. In this work, we fabricated a microfluidic chamber possessing “leaky” walls, Figure 1. As shown in the figure, the chamber was made by etching 20 µm deep cavity into a glass substrate, with its inlet/outlet channels obstructed by 18 µm high weirs to leave about 2 µm gap for liquid passage. Beads greater than 2 µm could thus be flushed into the chamber through a third channel and be retained behind the weirs. A similar approach for trapping NPs in a cavity is extremely challenging since the gap between the two substrates has to be in nanometer scales. Fabrication and operation of such a device would be very difficult since particles can become permanently wedged within the traps, and the constrictions increase the flow resistance of the device. Since the iron oxide NPs are much smaller than the gap in the column, we first introduced 20 µm ODS beads to occupy the first few portion of the column by applying suction to the column outlet. The beads were then immobilized by flushing the column with water for 10 minutes. Being hydrophobic, the ODS beads agglomerate in water. The Fe₃O₄SiO₄ NPs, in aqueous solution, were then loaded. When suction was applied, the NPs were drawn into the column and restrained by the larger ODS beads. Figure 1 shows the trapping of 200 nm Fe₃O₄SiO₄ particles in a microfluidics device using 20 µm ODS beads. The color
of the column changed from gray to brown as the NPs were immobilized within the matrix of larger beads. The NPs filled the interstitial space of the ODS beads first and then packing progressed to fill about 1.5 cm of the 5 cm long column. Eventually it became difficult to draw more NPs into the column via suction alone as the flow rate was significantly reduced due to the tightly packed NPs. Further optimization of the packing process could allow packing longer columns with NPs with this approach.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** (A) Photograph of trapped NPs using microbeads in a microfluidic device. 10 µm ODS, in methanol, were drawn into the chamber. The excess beads were then removed from the bead introduction channel and the chamber was flushed with water to agglomerate the beads. 200 nm Fe₃O₄SiO₄ NPs were then drawn into the chamber using house vacuum line. (B) SEM image of the microfluidic device used to produce bead-bed.

There are other approaches to trapping NPs that could be considered. A second magnetic source (a stronger permanent magnet) would provide increase field strength to immobilize and hold the particles. After trapping the permanent magnet could be removed during detection while an electromagnet would still be used on to hold the trapped particles in place. However such a device requires testing to determine if the increased field of the permanent magnet is sufficient to hold the NPs. Another approach would be to use magnetic microbeads to extract the NPs from the
flow, then employ a weaker electromagnetic loop to keep the NPs in place during a stopped flow as shown in Figure 2. Likewise, this concept would require further analysis and testing.

**Conclusions**
The work described in Part II was carried out to support IMI in designing microfluidic devices for concentration and detection gene sequences of bacterial DNA. Elements of this research have been utilized in the follow-up CRTI 06-0187TD for a portable biological agent detection system.

![Figure 2. Filter aided magnetic capture method](image-url)
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